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 . Fixed: The server restore now works for xfs file systems.. Fixed: The server will now make consistent backups that do not
grow with the data.. Fixed: Format/create a file system for a partition on a dynamic disk.. New: Windows Server 2012,

Windows Server 2012 R2, Windows Server 2016, Windows Server 2019, and Windows 10.. New: Backup size limit has been
increased from 2GB to 16TB.. New: Installation/Backup Methods: RAM Disks: choose a static or dynamic disk.. New:

Installation/Backup Methods: Hybrid Disks: Create a dynamic disk on a GPT disk and make that disk part of a hybrid disk..
New: Installation/Backup Methods: iSCSI: Choose to use iSCSI for the backup.. New: Installation/Backup Methods: Offload
Disk/Virtual Disk: Select whether to back up the disk or to make a backup of a virtual disk (VHD or VMDK).. New: Backup

Sets: Use the disk size limit as the maximum size of a backup set.. New: Server Recovery Options: Restore a server to the latest
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image without going back to a backup or restore to an earlier time.. New: Restore/Configure: New settings to restore to a
specific date.. New: Restore: The restore dialog will only show restore options for days after the specified date.. New: Support
backing up disk encryption keys.. New: New: A full system restore will restore a server to a specific date.. New: Setting to skip
a backup if the server was already backed up on the previous day.. New: Setting to skip a restore if a restore is requested on the
same day as a backup.. New: Setting to skip a backup if the server was already backed up yesterday.. New: Support backing up
temporary folders on a Windows Server 2016 or later.. New: Support backing up a Web folder on a Web server.. New: Support
backing up the first 5MB of a backup.. New: Support backing up Web folders.. New: Limit maximum disk size.. New: Limit
maximum backup size.. New: Add support for XP.. New: Add support for Windows Server 2008 and Windows Server 2008
R2.. New: Add support for the following systems:. New: Add the ability to limit the number of jobs per category.. New: Add

support for Windows Server 2012 and Windows Server 2012 R2.. New: 82157476af
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